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AN EDITOR'S NOTE

Art rescues the soul. When everyday life turns monotonous, art
coaxes from us a sense of spontaneity. Art rides on the wind of human nature, ready to resonate with a willing imagination. It is through
the appreciation and creation of art that we gain access to parts of
ourselves otherwise left untapped. Though what you find here may
be classified as fiction, there is an element of truth in even the most
abstract pieces. Read each work, examine each picture, and better
understand its creator as an extension of yourself. As we bridge the
gaps between artist and enthusiast, art becomes the tool by which we
interpret our external and internal worlds.
The best truth: art is open to the public. Art exists in many forms,
redefining itself to meet the talents of the painter, the photographer,
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the writer, the poet. For this, we are especially grateful because it
gave us the opportunity to go solely within our Lynn community to
fill these pages. Our philosophy centered on the notion that we need
not stray from our own backyard; that if our ideas of art were correct,
we had enough ingenuity within our own population to fill an encyclopedia. For the first time, QUEST has been presented to you with submissions explicitly from Lynn's students, faculty, and staff. Adding to
the pioneering nature of this edition, the editorial board was entirely
student run-again, for the first time in QUEST history. It should also
be noted: our immense gratitude for the efforts and support of Dr. Lizbeth Keiley, Professor Stefanie Powers, and Dr. Gregg Cox. And with
that, we invite you to enjoy these selections as the inspired product of
a campus community. These are our voices, our art.
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The Creative Act
Jeff :Morgan
As soon as I was alone in the house,
I decided to make some peanut butter toast
and write,
but as I neared the stationary bike,
the Devil crept into my head.
Almost immediately, my editor was standing beside me at my writing
desk,
a lean, old man who looked like Samuel Beckett.
He stayed with me through the toast
and would stay until I had written something or somebody had come home.
Our son came home
with his agent.
I saw half of the agent there at our dining table.
He wore a pink sleeveless shirt with white stripes,
his pasty, swollen face framed by his naturally curly hair and golden wire
spectacles.
To his right stoically sat two older gentlemen in suits.
Our son decided to tell some new jokes.
His agent roared, but the other two remained implacable.
His agent claimed our son was going to make some bread with those jokes.
I took up a pencil from the desk and drew some bread on a placemat,
making a rectangle with an oval spanning the top
and giving the shape longitudinal stripes.
Using a knife from the table, my son and I both cut through the stripes,
took a slice each and ate the plain bread.
It was good.
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Anniversary Dinner
Sliawna .Mann
The chair was too small

ripped seat
made it
hard

to sit evenly
her bruised
right hand
Uncomfortable
He sat /refurbished oak armchair
She
could barely see /swollen eyes
She watched

his every
bite
until he's done
like a
good woman
should

Waiting

Blind /flashes from nights before
The living room
neighborly get-togethers

broken ribs

The kitchen
holiday dinners

scalding water

The hallway
perfect portrait

nights alone on hard woodfloor

The bedroom
sweet kisses

stolen innocence /body

Today
He paid no attention
Didn't care
his favorite
meal
11
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she was cheerful
to the candles
illuminating the room

cooked
with perfection
She watched /a knot
in her throat /joy
He bit down /she
imagined

him chewing the crystal clear

Shreds
Slicing
His cheeks /crimson juices
seesawing
left
His violent tongue/slashed
Pieces /so fine
he just
Swallows

Ito right

/keeps eating

Sides being split open /she pictures
The dining room
his favorite meals

Razor
cutting flesh
He rinses food down

/the pharmaceutical potion
She concocted

It

was then

he realized

thick syrupy juices
his own

It was too late
He tried

to yell
his throat burned

She smiled
The anniversary she wanted

QUEST
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My Bird
Sliawna :Mann
It was you
That took the song bird from my chest and let her free.
You opened my rib cage and told her to fly,
To break out of my prison, my body
Is not big enough anymore
I need to share her.
But the last time I did that, you see she
Was kidnapped.
He took her hostage for a ransom my body is
Still paying off
And when I got her back, she was broken
He snipped her wings and now
She's afraid to fly, to sing again
Her voice, once flawless
Now gets out of tune once in awhile
So long ago and now you tell me
She can soar, her wings are ready
And she can't expand them anymore,
She can't grow.
My body is too small
But I'm warning you, she bites
And doesn't forgive easy
Reassure me, "it's okay love"
So against my better judgment
I pop buttons off my shirt, take a deep breath in
And spread my chest open for the world to see,
Its just you. And despite my nightmares of this moment
I can still breathe and she smiles
Hesitant, she peeks out
Scared, she perches on your finger, sees fear and hope
In my eyes
Lifting your shirt slowly, I gaze at your naked chest
A forest, your body
Where she can fly and love
Gasping, this is too familiar
Jumping from yours to mine,
She clings to my lungs
I can't breathe, it's happening
She hops back to her comfortable spot,
Where a heart could be,
Sighing of relief, I'm breathing
Power of persuasion
Is at its best here,
Talk her out again and she might stay,
QUEST
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But it's just too happy
Where's the reality we know
All too well
You can't hide behind perfection
So show me your flaws
A bad temper, that's nothing
I want details, a story, one you can tell in your sleep
Her, I want to know that face I see crossed out behind
Your superior vein, the name stuck in your esophagus, that you just can't
get out, the block in your synapse that causes your nerves to jump
I want to know her, who is she?
Did she take you song bird? Is she the reason you have so much space?
The reason you are asking to share mine?
Oh no, see my bird is not a replacement or a rebound
She is a beautiful spirit, an amazing creature who has been with me through
thick and thin
Yea she's left sometimes but she always comes back and with you
Well I just don't know, you have an appealing feature that makes me think
Ifl let you borrow her, I'll never get her back
And that scares me, you see
I don't like to be alone and quite frankly I don't trust people
But you, you have something about you and as much as I'm falling into
your words, I do not like you
You are taking my bird; you are giving her freedom I can only dream of
Why? Why are you doing this to me?
Don't tell me it's for the best. It's not.
This bird is all that's left, she's all I got
So I'm closing my chest
And it seems to me she likes you best
But I cannot be alone,
So for now I'll bring you with me, and maybe
She'll find a place in both of our spaces
To finally call home

QUEST
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KATIE BRA

City/Sports
'Wi{{ (jar cia
Always the superhero. Super fine, superhero. Hand slips up, up into
the black mesh. Tips oflong fingers get tipped into some bumpy wet. Not
his mother again. She laughed and they were back at the amusement park,
always laughing, that dingy green 11 pm-light light. It switched back to the
blond from the switch and she laughed again. The pills were getting bigger
and further apart, more desperate searching, more desperate. It was in his
old house that they spilled and a couple watched, it was hard to clean up.
The goldfish were busy and happy he could see from the window, swimming around the whole property. He had to get back to the city. He got
further back, the carpeted mall. There was everything in reds and yellows,
big big boxes, black boxes, money. He had to have everything but it was a
pound of flesh for all the clothes. Have to take care of the kids in this store.
It's a jungle in there, he felt the sweat on his forehead. Have to come back
soon, but I don't think I can.
A bug that starts in the city, under the jacket of the tall hollow man, the
great trickster. Physics starts to bend, all the heinous acts to preserve the
West, preserve the villages, cave into center. Compelled derangement, the
unbelievable start to a new era of time and space, we thought we owned it.
All the things we had questions about, couldn't understand, now blankly,
terrifyingly in front of our face. Wait for the violent end. A bug that starts
in the city ...
The tunnel was more crowded than he hoped and had been told, back
at the office, the New Jersey branch that he had never been to before. He
had to listen to the CD wrapped in pink, but it was still easier to avoid it.
The hotel was owned by his boss. A woman in a polka dot dress was there
looking for something. At tea time they arranged the tea cups in front of a
table for him and a couple of his friends.
QUEST
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Mom: Why do you always want the fancy cup, the tea is the same.
Peter: I like nice things Mom.
Mom: Nice things can hurt Peter.
At the rooftop party it looked like LA but was in New York, a dangerous wink
came, they were still playing the murder game they were at the restaurant.
Dad and Mom: Why do you keep hurting your sister?
Peter: She took my taxi we were supposed to share, she had so many shopping
bags.
Dad and Mom: All we asked was that you share, you are not You unless you share.
He came around, green drinks at the bar. Something he had never heard of. The
darker light effect wasn't quite narcotic, like a filter more like, went too far, looking for apartments in a maze. Tiring the eyes with so many similar doors, all black
and exquisite, every life of family behind it perfect but abusively loud. His doctor's apartment was just how he had pictured it. So tiring
Finn fall the cycles of boom bust, started after the black days of 1929, and
1812, ever since goddamn Genghis Khan! The ancient Chinese curse fucked us
all, Finn Fall that fuckery. So appalled golden leaves falling from the black diamond bough in a vacuum. The Sikhs, butchers, the goddamn Romans! Whips
that cracked on broken black backs, translucent white women shipped around the
globe. In the triangle golden, transported like dirty ropes in dark water. The cities
teemed with hot muskrat challenges flattened grime flatiron, roses. Finn fall
Flipped back South from that before South with seven people, seeing only six.
Feeling them all. Grandfather in leather again. To the chamber with the Senators
watching. He didn't want to have sex with her in front of all these people. It was
hard to get it in, she was so small in the corner and all the suits were standing
around including her father. He felt sweaty and limp. Too limp to get it in. Always
too limp, one of them said. I'm only as limp as my father, you bastard, I said back.
Around the campfire he was a little boy again. The other little boys chanted
"Tell us a ghost story, tell us a ghost story!"
"Ok, fine, well when I was older I lived quite a disappointing life. I had a job
QUEST
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at a record company which people thought was cool, but it wasn't, it was
hard. I was a liar guys, I hope you guys aren't when your older. When
you're a liar you can never rest, never go to sleep, even when its your
bedtime."
The laws, then the laws of man. We all know the laws, the laws on the
wall. A reflection you understand. There a great surface out there, surface
is how I can describe it to you, What is arranged on that wall is what happens here you understand. Cause and effect, all from the wall. The weak
forces on this earth. Luck? Advice? Love? These things are meaningless,
its all up to the wall, the laws on the wall. We're reflections, Real, yes,
complicated, to you, but just reflections ...
He kept putting off listening to the CD wrapped in pink. It hurt him,
physically. There's the weak and the strong, the normal. But what if you
think your strong, but can't do anything. The CD wrapped in pink, he
could just listen to it and everyone would vanish. That's what the strong
who are weak really want, to be left alone.
A colorfully dressed wet Jamaican man sat in a blue lit room surrounded
by dangerous looking Indian women. A tall man in a trench coat stood
behind them. The man, laid back in the couch, smoking cigars, letting the
women rub his chest, opened his mouth.
"Physics will bend and break my friend, but I must tell you, you are
not you."
"So what am I?"
"You are not you, you think you owe a debt, mon. There's no debt."
He started laughing, they all started laughing, a harsh, loud laugh. The
tall man behind him cackled as he bent back. His mother joined in, laughing laughing.
A rush down a wind tunnel maybe, down down rushing grayness. Powerful feelings, traversing something meaningful, down down, traversing.
Maybe this is what it's like. A light refracted softly in the corner.
I think I get it, I think I get it. ...
19
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For Teenage Girls Only
Wi{{ {jarcia

The legends of the fall,
He made a rockabilly fortune,
Really fucked Mother Goose,
And I hope I hop on every Duck L'Orange,
Calling out specialists,
College boy toy the legend we become,
Of becoming you,
Looking in the mirror disorganization,
Noise, mud baths a face in arrow,
And I would be aeroplane,
Feel Howard Hughes with the best days behind him,
Aspire for more, I
Take all from this world
Mother Earth can endure.
Truly don't care give every girl lockjaw
Bear traps and monsters
In Middle Montana, lord lord Middle Earth
Love war
Our liberty define
Rosary beads iconoclast crime
Through every level of broken
Broken windows theory hums along
In twisted Summer
Of discerning winter,
Kiss the cook, of shiny shiny apron
Flashes of an old movie
Classics,
This be all about my mother.
Faith is air,
Accomplishment water,
Like water for chocolate, I
Feel Curtis Mayfield's drummer,
Each brawn and blast,
Of the Bad machine,
Of European masters.
The back end
Houses look like faces,
And I size every one up,
Hoping I'm enough like their father,
I've been Audrey Hepurned before,
But no matter
I go with the speed of planets,
Hope we speed here on Earth
There's hardly enough time.
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Barriers
.JJ..nge{a Xafian
If I spoke now,
If I spoke now of words and feeling,
you'd leave.
Ifl moved now,
Ifl moved now with a white flag as a hand,
you'd still storm the beach.
If I loved now,
If I loved now with intensity to cripple doubt,
you'd refuse crutches.
And ifl died now,
If I died now on a bed of apology,
you'd leave it unmade.
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Answering Barbara Walters
5\nge(a Xafian
Ifl were a food ...
Ifl were a food,
I'd be a ripe, green apple,
tart, crisp and ready to be picked.
Skin taut with keeping myself in,
full of seeds loose in my hulls.
I'd be round with destiny and much too heavy for the strongest
branch (I know, because I've almost fallen
to the ground on the stillest of days).
And I'd be tunneled,
because I've had things crawl through me like that damn worm that tried to eat
all the good out.
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LifeBook
1Wxana J't[exanc£ru
Can I be the pages of your lifebook
The faded writing, the numbered chapters
And the tom cover
So you can take me everywhere you go
I know your beginning perfectly well
And your middle like the back of my hand
But let me be there for you
When you finish writing the end
Will you recite your words to me
Straight from your overflowing heart
Take me to places I've set to see
And things I've yet to feel
Be my personal Keats
And I'll forever treasure your poetry
Look me straight in the eye
And scratch your thoughts on this paper
Don't finish me off as Anna Karenma
Let me live in your words forever
Just like the Tudor dynasty
What did Emily say
"You left me boundaries of pain"
Please do not throw me away
Don't tear up the pa~es
Believe in love and m destiny
Without you I would be very plain
Write a whole story
About a hero who falls for a maiden
Put my name instead of hers
Ride your horse and rescue me from those men
Put your claim and carry me off
We'll live forever
Like the king's son and Rapunzel
Carry your lifebook, me
Always write anything you see
String me along the gorgeous sceneries
Gently place me on top of the shelves
Protect me from any harm
From any ink spilling down
Keep me intact and I swear
I'll hsten to your secrets
And I won't make a single sound
QUEST
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Dark
1Wxana .A{exanaru
Tall dark trees cover the midnight alley
No one dares walk upon that path
"Tis cursed they say"
I wink at the boy and let out a laugh
None can stop me from going that way
Luck has not been good to me
Three have suffered from my stupidity
It's time I make up for my mistakes
This is step number one
From a hundred that I will have to take
Retrieve my conscience is my goal
No matter the adversity
I will have no one stop me
I have to reprimend my soul

In the dark, my deepest secrets take hold
"No one returns sane they say"
The wind blows and blows and I get cold
The path is as long as I make it
Until I reach my destination
I will not give in and I will not give up
I have to forgive myself in the end
Doesn't matter if no one hears my shout
I would rather die than return to my life
The path slithers and curves
The trees judge me
As I pass unnoticed by the moon
They protect me from the world
I am now at their mercy
Do what you please with me
But won't you just end my misery
Take away all my sins
And let me start all over again
Give me a new life
And I swear I'll do better this time

QUEST
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Arrhythmia

Van Scayusio
In the room, the woman
in the bed-in between,
the curtain blocking
only the sight ofherin a fetal tuck
in within the moans of her
dementia, and my grandmother
in the still of her pain,
the incision, knotted and puckered
in its healing. Skin in its reluctance
to the mending.
The heart, oddly pausing as though
reconsidering this daily pull and tug,
this endless running-in-place,
thinking twice about contraction.
She thinks of her pacemaker as a grotesque
add-on, snaking its arms through her chest,
bracing themselves for their sparked
breath and touch to flutter
a stilled heart.
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Chapters of My Educational Journey
'Debra :Mae ]aco6s
I woke up to the radio blaring. I rolled out of bed, and stumbled into the
bathroom. Who is this person in the mirror? Wrinkles across my forehead,
laugh lines they call them. Yeah right, more like crevices the size of deep
valleys. I continued to stare. My first day of college, what will I wear? Do
I have all my supplies? Will I need a jacket? My mind is racing. I glanced
at a picture of my son and I start to remember his first day of school, I was
so excited, taking pictures with a sign saying "first day of kindergarten."
No cameras today, just me, my cat and a resounding echo in my mind
shouting are you crazy?
I looked at my college schedule, remembering from the day before how
I had gone to each classroom and got an idea how much time I needed to
get from one room to the other. It seems completely different this time.
As I entered the building, the fear and anxiety were overwhelming; there
was a sea of sleepy, expressionless faces. I wondered to myself, is anyone
as panicked as I? Glancing quickly from face to face, I was getting desperate to find someone like me, another adult that had chosen to subject
themselves to the same crazy experience. I was sure they would be easy
to recognize, looking as out of place as I was. Befriending someone like
that might raise my comfort level, if ever so slightly and make this screwy
venture a little less awkward. My search was interrupted, a baby face kid,
who evidently mistook me for faculty, was asking me for directions to the
Oswald Building. I told him I was as lost as he. He turned on his heels,
apologizing over his shoulder and quickly disappeared around the comer.
I returned to my search for my soon to be new best friend.
As I headed down the hall, I remembered a conversation with Kevin:
Mom, you are such a geek, he said. Is that good or bad? I responded. You
are so worked up; it is not that big of a deal, he said.
May not be for him, but he has no idea what a big deal it is for me. It's
been a long time since I graced the scholarly hallways. The last time I had
strolled down the halls of education, I was heading to his teacher's room
QUEST
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for a parent teacher conference.
You're "old" and the teachers like that, so don't worry, he said.
I wish he'd said you're smart and you will pass with flying colors, but
I will take what I can get.
Since he was attending college at the same school, I tried to schedule
my classes to make sure we were attending on different days, but I couldn't
say the same for his friends. I turned around and bumped right into one of
his buddies; Aren't you Kevin's mom? I smiled and said yes. Is Kevin with
you? No, I am one of your classmates. With a puzzled look, he smiled and
said, ALRIGHT, now I have someone who can help me, cause I need all
the help I can get.
Little did he know, I was thinking the same thing. I headed down the
hall and stood in front of my first classroom. I looked in and it had rows
of chairs with desks attached to them. I am well past my childbearing days
and I have the hips and butt to prove it. I slid into the first desk in the front
row and half my butt was hanging off the chair. Great, this won't be so
easy to blend in. Just then, another lady in my age group walked in with
the doe in the headlight look. She motioned to me if anyone was sitting
next to me and I nodded no, and she slid in next to me. Her butt cheek hung
over the chair too and I thought, wow we could collect a toll for passage
down the aisle or younger students would be forced to sit up front with
us-which according to Kevin was a cardinal no-no for anyone under the
age of twenty. The front row was for brown nosers and older students. I
chuckled to myself for a minute then class started.
A woman came rushing into the room with her arms full of papers, sat
down and exhaled loudly. Sorry for being late, but the parking lot is so
full there isn't a place to be had. She was a tall, thin, younger woman, a
little younger than I was. She had a bright face and in an instant I felt at
ease. She was teaching English 101. She started to pass out the syllabus
and explain to the class some of the things we would be learning. She sat
down and announced she wanted us to stand up, tell the class our name,
where we went to high school and what our major was. You have got to
be kidding, I am as snug as a bug in this chair and I am supposed to stand
29
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up, gracefully, and speak? I was so worried about sliding out of the chair
without it sticking to me, I forgot, I don't have a major yet. I listened as
best I could, all the while slowly wiggling my body to break the bond between chair and thigh. Ok, my turn .. .I stood up, pretty gracefully I might
add, announced my name, I stated I didn't have a major yet, and I probably
went to the same high school with most of their parents. I heard a hearty
laugh from the class as I started to sit back down and knew I would do all
right
I was already getting exhausted, from all the fear, stress and most of all
from carrying my backpack. There must be a better way. By this time, I
was almost dragging the bag as I headed to the bookstore for a few more
required supplies when I saw another lady about my age with a wheeled
backpack. Where did you get that? I said with excitement. The bookstore
sells them and they are the best, she responded, I couldn't live without
mine. We started to chat and I found out that this was her second semester.
Wow, an old pro. I shared some of my experiences of the day with her and
she said, don't worry; it gets a lot easier as the semester goes on. I purchased my new-wheeled backpack and triumphantly pulled it behind me
to my next class. I didn't know it, but I had joined the Older Student Club;
the backpack was the token symbol. I found out later that the special thing
about being a non-traditional student is that we stick together as a group.
We quietly understand the pressures of trying to keep up with schoolwork
and home life. It was kind oflike a secret club.
As the semester progressed the fears and anxieties started to subside. I
started to feel a new confidence and a sense of belonging I had never really
felt before. The days, months and semesters seemed to fly by. I started to
lose the frightened fearful woman and replace her with one that seemed
unafraid, more willing to take challenges, able to laugh at herself. All of
the insecurities didn't disappear totally, but I learned to manage them
much better. Each test, project, presentation and essay made me more confident and able to handle new classrooms and teachers. Before I knew it I
was heading into my last semester before graduation. I was feeling comfortable as a student and had made many friends along the way. The sense
QUEST
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of accomplishment had exceeded anything I thought I would ever feel.
Graduation day arrived. I stood there, draped in a black gown, and around
the top of the gown was a bright gold sash with the letters PTK. I had
proudly maintained a 3.9 grade point average and was inducted into Phi
Theta Kappa, the international honor society. I adjusted the cap and looked
around. I was surrounded by my fellow students. I wondered if this accomplishment meant as much to them as it did to me. Pomp and Circumstance
began to play and my graduating class and I walked with our heads held
high in to the auditorium. Alphabetically, each name was called. I heard
mine. I walk across the stage, and accepted my Associate in Arts diploma.
Above the applause, I could hear my family yelling and cheering. I don't
think I could have smiled any larger. Time seemed to stand still for a moment, I thought back to the woman I was and the woman I am today and
held my diploma high and mouthed the words I DID IT.
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Rain Drops to my Soul
Sfiannon S. 'Ray
When it rains my soul awakes
Cold wet drops my spirit takes
Dancing in this wet sensation
Is my source of inspiration

33
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Leah's Zayde
(jai{ 1Jecina
A grainy portrait
each crevice a thousand tellings
flowing into one another
An outer covering
framed in soft silver gray
balancing faded bespectacled mirrors of a soul
As she gently traces each line
with the concentrated tip of her finger
her spirit glides among cherished memories
that will live on forever
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Recovery
(jai{ 'Dec ina
They had been two souls
separate prisoners
each in their own private purgatory
Innocent descendants
of persecution and torment
wandering
with no awareness of the other's existence
yet unified
in a goal of survival
As they walked the walk
down the dark and eerie road of trepidation
they were bound, hampered and weighed down
by the emptiness of their satchels
As they journeyed along their respective roads
encountering various stations of life
they boarded mission transports
led by veteran soldiers

They acquired in their satchels
souvenirs
of strength, courage and survival
as they completed each tour of duty.
Now weightless and with sovereignty of will
they encountered one another
at a survivor assembly
Their spirits floated through the flock
drawn toward one another
reminiscent of soap bubbles
with translucent smiles of childlike innocence
As their spirits touched
they engaged in a dance of joy
and celebration
in honor of feeling a renewal of life
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Narcissist
]oftn 'Deering
I am the center of this world,
And I will do what I see fit.
I am the reason Earth exists.
It's only here for my benefit.
You had better get to work;
This world is in enormous debt to me.
You must simply accept this situation,
Because you have no life to lead.
You never had my permission
To have a say in the matter.
You're only allowed to do one thing,
Now tell me again how I'm the one in power.
Don't pretend to be dissatisfied.
Don't pretend to be angry.
Deep inside, you know that I am right.
Deep inside, you know it's just envy.
I am everything.
I am the only reason this world exists.
I am perfection incarnate,
And don't you dare call me a narcissist.
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Powerful Not
:Marceane J'{euri{us
So you think you're powerful?
You really wanna talk about power?
You see ...powerful is
When you're able to keep your strength
A secret from others
Powerful is
When no one, other than yourself
Is aware of what you're capable of
Power is
Finding yourself doing oousual things that no one
Believed could ever be possible
And you're able to look them in their eyes
And laugh in the inside
Because you know they're wrong
And still ... you don't feel the need
To explain your power.
What YOU'RE calling powerful
Is weakness
You're so weak ... you have to convince people
To believe that you're powerful
You go around play'n your little role
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Boca to Broadway
Steylianie Wi{fiams
"Happy Memories Picture Frames Inc."
(Lights up on the set of a photo shoot for 'Happy Memories Picture Frames
Inc.' Five models in their twenties are standing in a group around a small
table on which rests a large, lit birthday cake. The models, TRACY, EMILY, BEN, ROSE, and LIZZY, are each wearing pointed party hats and
smiling widely at the camera.)
(The PHOTOGRAPHER, dressed all in black with a purple French barrette, is standing behind the camera and gesticulating wildly as he directs
the models.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Smile people! Happy happy happy!
(The models smile wider.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Aaaaand, Three, Two, One!
(A loud click is heard as the photographer snaps the picture.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Wonderful! Just hold that pose ...
(The photographer walks around the camera towards the models and begins repositioning them around the table. He makes TRACY and EMILY
move more to the left, and places LIZZY on the right with BEN and ROSE
in the center. He then moves back behind the camera to focus the lens.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Oh. Wait!
(The PHOTOGRAPHER bounds back over towards the actors to brush
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invisible dust off of BEN's jacket and fluff ROSE's hair. He returns
to the camera.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: OK, Rose, I want you to bend over and act as if
you're the birthday girl blowing out the candles. Everyone else, be
HAPPY!
ROSE: (scandalized) What?! But, there's like, fifty candles on this
cake!
PHOTOGRAPHER: So?
ROSE: SO, I'm not fifty yet, if you hadn't noticed!
PHOTOGRAPHER: Oh, right. Well, I'm sure we can all just pretend.
ROSE: What!
PHOTOGRAPHER: (ignoring her) And, Three, Two, One ... (another
click) Got it!
(ROSE grumbles as the large set lights are switched off.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: And, that's a wrap! Rose, Ben, your Valentine's
Day special is up next. Go and get all couple-y, or whatever it is you
do. Everyone else, take ten!
(The PHOTOGRAPHER walks off stage and the group of models immediately break apart. LIZZY walks over to the buffet table stage left.
ROSE moves to stand next to BEN center stage. EMILY and TRACY
move stage right. Lizzy, Emily, and TRACY freeze.)
ROSE: (to BEN) Have you seen my purse?
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BEN: I think you left it under the coffee table ...
ROSE: Oh. Could you go and get it for me please?
BEN: OK.
(ROSE freezes as BEN walks over towards the coffee table where
LIZZY unfreezes and is muttering to herself and waving a doughnut
around in one hand.)
LIZZY: ... really stupid when you think about it. I mean, why bother
putting pictures in a frame just so you can sell it to someone who will
in turn put a different picture in it? It can't be that hard to figure out
what a picture frame is for, can it? (She takes an enormous bite out of
the doughnut and chews on it thoughtfully.)
(BEN looks at LIZZY cautiously before retrieving ROSES' purse
from under the table. Lizzy freezes. Ben walks back towards ROSE,
who unfreezes.)
ROSE: Thanks honey.
BEN: (grunts noncommittally)
(ROSE rifles through her bag for her make-up and begins applying
more blush to her face)
ROSE: Oh, don't forget we're having dinner with my mother tonight.
BEN: (groaning) Don't remind me.
ROSE: (turning suddenly on BEN) What's wrong with my mother?
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BEN: Don't start this again ...
ROSE: No, I want to hear it! Go ahead, spit it out! What do you have
against my darling, sweet mother?
BEN: Well...
(BEN and ROSE freeze. EMILY and TRACY unfreeze and begin chatting
animatedly about their weekend.)
TRACY: So, yeah, then I said we should like, totally go to the mall because they were having a sale on scrunchies.
EMILY: Oh yeah?
TRACY: Yeah! And they were like, cool colors, too. Like pink, and bright
pink, and hot pink ...
(TRACY and EMILY freeze. Meanwhile, back at the buffet table)
LIZZY: I think I get it. We have to put happy pictures in the frames so that
people will look at them and think "those people are happy. They like being in that frame." Then they'll be happy and buy more frames!
(Lizzy nods her head in agreement with her statement and begins to pour
herself some coffee. She Freezes.)
TRACY: ... and rose pink, and pale pink, and pink with sparklesEMIY: Ooooo, sparkles!
TRACY: Yeah! Only the sparkles were blue, not pink ...
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EMILY: (disappointed) Oh ...
(TRACY AND EMILY freeze. ROSE and BEN unfreeze.)
BEN: ... And she smells funny too!
ROSE: Oh, so now my mom smells funny!
BEN: Yeah, with her thousand-year-old perfume! And you know what,
you're just like her! Always grumbling and griping until you get your
way! Well, I'm sick and tired of it!
ROSE: How dare you talk to me like that!
BEN: (in a mocking impression of ROSE) How dare you talk to me like
that! I'm going to tell my mommy and she's going to super-glue your
socks to the insides of your shoes like she did last time you were mean to
me!
ROSE: Hey! You deserved that!
BEN: Did not!
ROSE: Did too!
BEN: Did not!
ROSE: Did too!
BEN: Did(They freeze. Lizzy unfreezes by the buffet table.)
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LIZZY: (Spilling the coffee she's been pouring all over the table) Oh no!
That might not work! (She paces back and forth worriedly) What if the
person who sees the picture frame is depressed! Then they'll see the happy
people and be all sad that they aren't happy like the picture! They won't
want to buy it! They'll just be even sadder!
(Freeze)
BEN: ... not!
ROSE: DID TOO!
BEN: DID NOT!
(Freeze)
REBECCA: ... and white with pink polka dots, and pink with white polka
dots, and pink with dark pink polka dots ...
(Freeze)
LIZZY: (Hysterically) Depressed people don't even have pictures to put in
picture frames! And happy people need picture frames because they have
so many pictures!
(Freeze)
ROSE: You're stupid!
BEN: No, you're stupid!
ROSE: Idiot!
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BEN: Not-smart person!
(Freeze)
REBECCA: ... But then everyone said they didn't feel like going to the mall
so we, like, just stayed in.
(Freeze)
LIZZY: So there really is no need to advertise the picture frames! Happy
people will buy them and depressed people won't! Our existence is futile!
We don't matter!
(Freeze)
ROSE: Shut up!
BEN: No, you shut up!
ROSE: No, you(Freeze)
TRACY: And then I said
(Freeze)
ROSE: SHUT UP!
(Freeze)
LIZZY: It's Futile!
(LIZZY runs over and grabs ROSE by the shoulders, shaking her violently.)
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LIZZY: It's all futile! We don't really matter! No one cares about the
fake pictures!
(LIZZY falls to the floor panting. BEN and ROSE stare at her in shock.
REBECCA and EMILY notice the commotion and stare blinkingly at
LIZZY. The PHOTOGRAPHER comes bustling in, camera in hand.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: Alright people! Time's up! We're moving on to
the New Year's Eve section, so let's go! Happy happy happy!
(REBECCA and EMILY wander over to stand beside ROSE on the set.
BEN pulls LIZZY to her feet and they join the group.)
PHOTOGRAPHER: That's it! Now, smile everyone!
(Everyone smiles as the photographer snaps the picture. BLACKOUT.)
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If Been
Jvt.itcfi Posner
Raining on my memories
Is what ifs and might have beens.
An if falls with every drop.
A been surrounds with every splatter.
Between the drops, I try to glide,
The splatters, I spring around.
The drops on my head direct my thoughts.
The splatters by my feet direct my path.
While I waltz around in ceaseless circles
All avenues lead back to the past.
Eventually I tread the flowing floods
And I bathe completely in where I was.
The patter never fails to fall
When time seems entrenched in a loop.
Ifbeening begins to be all there is
Then I have been ifing too long in the rain.
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Green Eyes
:Mitcfi Posner
I left the Dew Drop Inn early that night. Early, for me, meant before
the bar closed. It had been my favorite watering hole for a month now; ever
since the doctor shook up my little comer of reality, but something just didn't
feel right. So, I downed my fourth or fifth beer, and coat in hand, walked out
into the rain.
It was a dark, moonless night, but I didn't care because I wasn't looking
where I was going anyway. That's how I stumbled upon the place. It was a
basement level bar and, without looking, I had literally stumbled down the
stairwell leading to its entrance. Catching myself halfway down, I looked up.
"Mulberry Street," I thought to myself, "Interesting name for a bar." I half
expected one of those comic strip balloons to appear beside my head showing my thoughts, which simply proved to myself I was still a bit drunk from
my beers at the Dew Drop Inn. Very wet, and simply tired of wandering, I
entered the bar.
It was a quaint place; juke box in the comer, an old fashioned coke machine for decoration, dart board, a couple of foosball tables and, obviously, a
bar with bar stools. It seemed like a typical tavern. Except for the bartender,
it appeared empty. I sat on a stool at the center of the bar. Feeling cold from
the rain, I wanted to warm up, so I ordered a double scotch on the rocks,
Johnnie Walker Black. Roy Orbison's "Only The Lonely" was playing on the
juke box.
I quickly finished my drink and ordered another hoping to encourage
whatever chills I had left to depart or simply numb myself from reality as
usual. I'm not sure which. Finishing that, I ordered a Heineken and asked
the bartender for the darts. He handed me a draught and six darts. I took a
swallow and fired my first projectile, barely hitting the dart board. Just then
"Behind Blue Eyes" by The Who began to play and I tried to decide whether
I was the "bad man" or the "sad man."
Slowly I finished my beer and my round of darts and the bartender got
me another Heineken while I retrieved the missiles from the board. I sipped
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the beer, slowing down a bit, and reached for a dart. Before picking it up I
hesitated to listen to the next song as "Special Lady" came on. I grabbed for
a dart and it fell, bouncing off my foot and landing on the other side of my
stool. I turned and bent down to pick it up. As I grasped the errant missile, I
noticed the legs and something told me not to look up.
I stood slowly to not upset my precarious balance and our eyes met. It was
good that I was drunk because sober I'm not sure I could have handled just
how beautiful she was. She had brown curls down to forever and a million
dollar smile. And she had green eyes. The kind that seemed like glowing
green marbles. If there's anything I melt under it's always been the allure of
glowing green eyes.
I was lost, swimming somewhere in the depths ofher eyes. She said, "hello"
and I blinked. My mouth paralyzed, I was temporarily incapable of speech,
and alcohol had nothing to do with it, so I searched for some strength and
found it in my beer. As I grabbed the bottle all I could hear in my head was
Zac Brown singing "my heart won't tell my mind to tell my mouth what it
should say." I took a long swallow, still gazing at her, and tried again.
"Hi, I'm Pete," I managed.
"I'm Karen," she replied, still smiling, but with kindness, not pity.
I offered to buy her a drink and she pointed to my beer.
"One of those would be fine," she accepted.
Wow! That was it. Green eyes and she drinks Heineken. I knew I was
drunk but I also knew that, somehow, defying all logic and probability, I was
in love. I didn't want to just pick up this woman. I didn't even want to simply
marry her. I wanted to spend each and every moment of my life with her.
I knew this with the highest degree of clarity that only a dying drunk man
could possibly achieve. After a few more beers I even told her all this, but she
just laughed. Her laughter didn't match the intensity of her eyes or the radiance of her smile but it was beautiful nonetheless, even if it seemed a bit sad.
We laughed a lot in the next couple of hours and talked even more. I never
thought about my depressing mess of a life and she seemed to forget whatever cares she had that had brought her to this bar, alone, on such a dismal night.
When the bartender wanted to close we finished our beers and I helped her on
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with her coat. It was a pale yellow and made her eyes glow even more. The
room was spinning, or my mind was spinning, or maybe both, as I was giddy
from the alcohol and intoxicated with Cupid's poison. I spun her around and
swam, once more into those glowing green eyes before kissing her.
"Come home with me," I invited, imploringly, as my heart stood silent,
waiting..
An eternity passed, and I was getting ready to plead, when she responded
with an immediately eager and breathless yes.
A cab conveyed us to my apartment and I pulled a couple of Heinekens
from my fridge when we got there. The beers were never touched once I put
them down. Before I could even speak we found ourselves in my bedroom,
mostly naked. I hesitated, briefly, as something in my mind attempted to cry
out. This particular cry went unheeded.
Our lips met again and again with a desperation that could not be ignored.
There was no longer any hesitation; just passion and the proverbial fireworks.
Sometime later we fell asleep with my arms wrapped around her. I slept more
soundly than I had in a month.
I awoke abruptly, several hours later, to the sound of my front door slamming shut and realized that Karen was gone. The pounding of my heart and
the empty feeling in my stomach told me I was right. I had fallen in love. I
went into the kitchen, thinking I needed a drink, when I found her note. It
simply said, "Darling, please forgive me." Then my knees hit the floor and I
screamed.
I screamed, not because she was gone, but because I had killed her. I fell in
love with Karen and murdered her all in the same night. She certainly wasn't
dead yet, but for the last month, I'd known I have AIDS. That's why I had
been drinking so much. I felt like a killer, except maybe more guilty than if
I had been a crazed psycho who had simply butchered Karen. I was worse. I
had condemned her to a slow death. I fell in love, had nothing left to show for
it beside an apologetic note, and was essentially guilty of extinguishing her
life. I figured that somehow there could be more drama in all this, but only
the writers of "Grey's Anatomy" could figure out how.
The week that followed made the previous month seem like a trip to Aruba.
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I didn't have the guts to be a killer, let alone face my victim, so I never tried to
tell her. I had no way of finding her anyway, as she disappeared before I ever
got her address or phone number. I didn't even have her last name. I could
have gone back to Mulberry Street to look but I just could not face someone
I loved to tell her she was dying and it was my fault.
Somehow, I actually spent the week sober for fear ofkilling someone else;
although I knew my love for Karen would keep me from doing that, even if
morality did not. A week was all I could take. I returned to the Dew Drop Inn
where I spent the next three weeks continuously inebriated. When the bar
was closed I either slept or kept up my drinking binge at home.
One morning, or maybe afternoon, well, during the day anyway, I woke
up sober. My fridge was finally empty so I stayed that way long enough to
start thinking; really thinking. I accepted I had to try and find Karen. That
night, tom between my love for Karen, my self-hatred, and my fear of both,
I headed for Mulberry Street.
When I stepped outside it was raining. I shivered, not from the rain, but
from the chill that traveled my spine as I realized it was a very similar night
when I met Karen; raining, slight chill in the air and no moon. I decided
to walk, figuring my sobriety should be the only difference. Eighty minutes
later I found the place.
I walked down the stairs timidly and put my hand on the door. I shook off
another chill, as well as some rain water, and went inside. The same bartender
was there, but again, it was void of customers. He remembered me and told
me that Karen had been a regular customer but hadn't shown up since leaving
with me that night. I looked around at the emptiness and wondered just what
a "regular customer" was for the place. Thanking the bartender, I started to
leave. The juke box was playing "Special Lady" and I smiled sadly, realizing
for the first time, just how appropriate the song had been when I heard it the
month before.
Taking a deep breath, I started out the door and walked right into an
incoming customer. As I was apologizing for my clumsiness I froze. I
had forgotten just how green those eyes were.
Lightning, or maybe cupid, or perhaps just stupidity, struck a second
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time as I fell in love with the woman I loved. Before I could wonder
if that was even possible, instinct kicked in and I moved to hold her. I
stopped myself before pulling her close.
"We need to talk," I said with profound sadness.
"You're right, we do," was her simple, seemingly arctic reply.
From that response I assumed she already knew, though how she
could have found out so quickly eluded me. Rather than go inside we
went out to talk in the rain. The silence echoed all around us for a moment before she spoke.
"Pete," she said, "have you seen a doctor lately?"
The last time I saw one had been two months earlier when I was
given the test results and the damning news.
"No," I replied.
"Do you remember the note I left you," she asked.
Without a sound, I pulled the worn out note from the back pocket
of my rain soaked jeans.
"Peter," she hesitated, "Peter, I have AIDS."
We stopped walking as I leaned against a building and began to
cry. I was sobbing and she began to comfort me. When I could speak
again I started to apologize and stopped.
"How could you be this nice to me?" I demanded. "Why don't you
hate me?"
"Hate you?" she questioned. "I've loved you since the night we met.
It's you who should hate me!"
Overwhelmed with confusion and besieged by befuddlement I
looked again at the note, still in my hand, and suddenly realized what
was happening. Truly, it was improbable and beyond all rationality,
but nothing else made sense. The shock was still settling in as I realized she was telling me she already had AIDS and believed she had infected me. I leaned over and kissed her strongly and urgently, trying to
convey with my lips, relief and reassurance. Then I just held her for a
few minutes, my body pressed against hers and both arms enveloping
her, while I endeavored to keep the rest of reality at bay. Reluctantly,
at last, I let go and then explained everything.
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I ended with, "and I've loved you since our eyes first met," as I
swam again in the deepness of those beautiful green eyes. Turning a
living nightmare into the bliss of a most unexpected fairy tale I got
down on one knee, in a puddle, and proposed to her. Her eyes never
shimmered so brightly as they did that moment.
Five days later we were husband and wife. This all took place six
years ago. We agreed immediately that because of our condition we
should not have kids, concerned about the effects it might have on
any children we conceived. This was before we knew she was already
pregnant with our daughter, Karlene, from our first encounter.
We buried Karen yesterday and I was at her side the last time she
flashed her million dollar smile and closed her glowing green eyes.
I'll miss those eyes. I'll miss her. It's okay, though, because the illness
is slowly taking me and I'll be with her again, soon.
I never touched alcohol after we got married but today I had one
Heineken to honor my departed wife while listening to my copy of
"Special Lady." I smiled as I realized all is not lost in the world. Karlene, who is perfectly healthy, will be taken care of when I die. Karen's parents will take her in and continue to raise her well. They and
the rest of the world will have something to remember Karen by, as do
I for as long as I'm still here. Karlene has her mother's eyes.
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My Heart Aches and I'm Trembling
Yanatfia 1Jesouvre
My heart aches and I'm trembling
Can barely type with my fingers as I'm typing.
While I'm writing I can't hold back from crying.
People are dying, my Country is collapsing.
I don't know how I'm still standing (I guess that is why I'm sitting)
Bodies are underneath stone and rubble.
Dear God my Country is in trouble.
This is our "Ground Zero"
My heart aches and my body is trembling
Inside my soul is screaming
I can't believe what I am seeing my heart is bleeding
Haiti Cherie ......Amwaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaay
The place has crumbled do I still have a birth certificate
millions are affected do we still exist.
Thank God our records are in the archives,
hopefully there's no damage our mission is to save lives.
Questions with no answers
I am in constant prayer.
Hospitals, Schools, Churches and Homes have collapsed.
My heart is pumping fast
how long will this pain last.
We don't know the future or Haiti's fate
But we've cried out for so long the earth had to shake.
The pain and suffering are potent the Earth shook.
No one paid attention now with this disaster the whole world now looks.
My heart aches and my body is trembling.
Like on the planet Pandora my body and soul is one with my beautiful
Land of Haiti
Oh Lord, amwaaaay help my country....
We are resilient people we will survive
Time is our enemy however God is on our side.
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Anthem
'Desiree Coraero
Lost in the time of space
Confused by the simplest of things in subjects
Explaining the details is a death wish upon youth
Do not question old methods but the new ones
War is an enigma in life that is dark
Why does it start then end after years of battles
Many lives are lost unfortunately
And much blood is shed on the stainless grounds
Time passes by as the clock keeps on ticking
Up to the midnight hour of dawn
Beauty can be a facade or deep within
Beasts roam in the light though they have evil intentions
Controlled by nothing yet something there
Thoughts float then sink into oblivion
The road is never ending of truths and lies
However which one will be believed
Declare the anthem of life and death
Born from a womb then out into the world
Intertwining fate and destiny into one story
Technology is draining me away from reality
Do not fall
Do not let go of this hand
And plunge into the reckless anthem known today
When will all of this malice reverse
Are these hands connected to this body vanishing
Into oblivion, nothingness
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The Things I Carry
Xate :Mcaonne{{
I cany many things, heavy weights on my back. I cany the burden of being a daughter to my divorced parents. I cany the role of a baby sister to my
intellectual hero of a brother. I cany the stress of attending a college preparatory school. I also cany many realistic things. I cany a ten pound backpack
everyday, five days a week, seven hours a day. I cany a purse filled with my essentials for the day: lip gloss, Chap Stick, car keys, wallet, sunglasses and face
powder. We all cany so many things throughout our lives, big or small, heavy
or light, and the point is we cannot stop carrying, because there will always be
something to cany.
Some of the things I cany are not by choice, but I cany them and hold my
head up high. I did not want to be the child of a broken family. The problem is
I had no choice in the matter. It was my father's choice to leave. His decision
altered my life and added to the things I cany. The decisions we make now can
affect the rest of our lives. We have to think before we do. These decisions and
choices add to the things we cany.
I'll admit, I cany more than the average teenager, but my father carries the
most. He has to be strong to cany the burden of breaking my family up and
messing up all of our lives. He is the keeper of the keys when it comes to carrying. Every morning my father wakes up in his house, after a restless night
filled with worries about my mom, brother and me. We all have to live with the
consequences of our actions.
My father made a choice last year, when he moved out, and said he needed
a break from my mother, but reassured me that he would come back. I wanted
everything to be fine as I hunched over with a new weight of worries. I never
thought in a million years that I would be one of those kids with separate houses,
and my life split in two. I was maybe a little ignorant and too optimistic about
my father's return. I could not face that reality. The reality that my perfect life
was about to drastically change. I did not want the burden ofhaving to pack up
and move from house to house like a nomad. I wanted things never to change. I
did not think I could handle this burden, little did I know that it was inevitable.
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The load increased when my father announced he had found an apartment
and I had gripped the little hope I had of my family ever reuniting. One night
my mom came home with a small smile, something I had not seen for months.
She told me how her and my father had talked and she felt like he would be
ready to come home soon. In that single moment all of my burdens seemed
lighter than air and some even disappeared. Before I knew it I was in Boston
with my mother and brother, while my father was back in Shaker moving out
of our house.
When I returned the house was empty, my father was gone along with all
of his belongings. I missed his desk chair that I would sit on in front of the
computer and his television with his king size bed; that I had made my relaxation spot. Most of all I missed him, and all the times I had taken for granted.
I missed how when I was younger he would wake me up with my dog every
morning or how we would have lunch together when I stayed home sick These
were mere memories and could not happen again. My father was gone from my
house, and things would never be the same.
When most kids survive their parents divorce they worry about not being
loved or that it was their fault. I never thought that, I knew they loved me and
I had nothing to do with their marriage ending. But I wondered why, why did
this have to happen to me, and my family? I did not want to carry the burden
that was about to fall onto my weak shoulders. I was not ready to take care of
my grieving mother or to be the glue holding my family together.
I began to weight train, slowly dealing with all the changes in my life. I had
to grow up. I always knew I was mature for my age, and rather independent, but
I did not know ifl could handle all these weights. These weights were pushing,
pulling and dragging me along, and I did not know what to do or where to turn.
I was so lost, I just wanted to forget about my family, run away and start my
life over at the age of sixteen. My mother wanted to make sure I was okay, so
I went to therapy. My two visits were useless, since all they cared about was
me hurting myself or feeling unloved. I would never hurt myself intentionally,
I hated pain, and I also knew that my parents loved me. They constantly reminded me that their divorce had nothing to do with me. I may not have caused
it, but it had everything to do with me, because I had to live their divorce out.
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Most people think that divorces are hard to go through, especially for the
kids, but trust me you have no idea how hard it is until you are knee deep in it. I
had ignored the reality of the situation for too long, and when my father moved
into his own house, it really started to sink in. I would have to pack an overnight
bag every time I slept at his house in my empty room. I had nights with dad,
and nights with my mom, and I felt like they were trying to split me into two.
Once my brother was off to college that fall, things only got worse. It was
just my mom and I in this big old house. No more men. I was home alone a
lot and had a weight of loneliness added to my back. A couple months ago the
divorce was final, and I felt like I had just gotten stabbed in the heart. I did not
have a family. I had to carry the weight of my parents being divorced Both
of them had moved on, they found other people to love, but not each other. I
just wanted them to be happy. They were happy. My dad had left our family
for another woman, and my mom was dating a judge. My life was changing,
without my consent.
I carry the burden of change and acceptance. I had to accept these people
into my life, even if I was not ready. Life does not wait for you if you are not
ready; it will not stop and wait. I had to learn to share my parents with these intruders. There was no sense in being really angry at my parents for the choices
they made. Instead I embraced the change and tried my best to get on with my
life. Like the world, our lives will always be changing. We have to embrace the
Bob Dylan idea that, ''The times they are a-changin'." If we lighten up, our load
will lighten.
When my load was lighter and divorce was only something I had seen on
television my father would come home everyday at six o'clock. No matter what
he was home to make dinner and help my brother and I with our homework. He
was always there and now when my load is so heavy I can barely stand, he is
gone. As a child I would always set the table for dinner. It was always the same,
four place settings. Everything was four. We were once a family of four. Now
I set the table for my mother, myself and occasionally my brother. At dinner I
look across the table at the empty chairs. I stare at the chair my father used to sit
in, wishing that one day he would be there. The chair remains empty and I am
the only one home at six o'clock.
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It is so hard to cany all of these things day in and day out. Sometimes I feel
like giving up and letting go of all of my burdens. I wish it was that easy. I am
too attached to the things I cany. I can't just drop them. Without them, I would
not be the person I am today. I have always believed that if it does not kill you
it makes you stronger. The things I cany have not killed me yet and continue to
make me stronger. I have to live with the things I cany.
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Morning Run
'Trevor (jraffCin
The morning rays reach out across the sky like shards of glass cutting
through the mask of night
Morning breath mists in the cold air swirling around me like a cloak of ice
Tired eyes brought to life with cold icy fingers that find the gaps between
my clothes and touch my skin
Tum the music up; pull my hat down; move faster up the road that stretches out before me
Body moving now in synchronized motion lungs breathing hard burning
me to my core
Thoughts meander as a dream leaves a shadow of its meaning with morning light at dawn
I quicken the pace as the morning pushes the night into submission bringing warmth to the air
Sunlight begins to paint the trees in yellow and orange while the breeze
shakes them to life
Seagulls begin to sing there morning song and gather in the sky moving
seaward to feed
Feeling as one now with my thoughts I run to the sound of my heart filled
with a joy of being
I stop to breath; to feel the day take hold; symmetry of center pushing me
to raise my hands to heaven
This morning run brings a balance to my soul allows me to see; feel and
understand my lot in life.
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My Mother's Apron
Ve6orafi J\.nn (jrayson
You always wore a starched, white, bakery apron
Splashed with apricot filling,
Chocolate drizzle from the eclairs or
Red icing from the latest occasion cake that a
Customer would pick up before five.
Even your white SAS shoes,
Were highly decorated by the goods you sold.
I remember one day you rushed
To the hospital behind the bakery
To visit a sick friend and
asked me to go with you to
Carry a box of your friend's favorite cake.
It was tied in a Houdini knot of red and white string
And dangled precariously from my non-nimble fingers.
You did not have time to turn your apron inside out
Like you did whenever the health inspector came,
And stood silently in the hospital elevator,
Patient and stoic.
Your eyes focused nowhere and everywhere
As doctors and nurses,
Stethescopes swaying in the tight space up
To the fourth floor,
Were characteristically mute.
I wedged myself to the left,
Trying to stay out of the way,
Dutifully pushing numbers by request.
Finally, it was just you and me and
One humorless doctor who just stared
At your green eyes, trying to assess
what made no sense.
He seemed puzzled at first,
Perhaps even mildly inquisitive,
Then turned robotic and unfazed.
The door opened to the fourth floor
And just before we made our exit,
Without pause you said,
"It was a rough morning in surgery,"
And sauntered out in your
Red-splattered shoes,
The canvas of your apron laughing
as you once again
Made light of the dark.
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The Night's Beautiful Light
J\aira Xess{er
In the quiet moon field,
I relish the beautiful sight
of the glittering blades of grass,
reflecting the comforting moonlight,
in the delicate water droplets.
As I stay in the moon field
I feel a gentle, cool breeze
followed by a descending mist
Seeing a glowing figure of royalty,
I rise to greet the moonlit queen.
While she fades in from the mist,
the light illuminates her face
bringing sparkles to her eyes.
Glittered blades of grass,
Reflections of the moonlight,
Glowing beams from the mist
Sparkles and the illuminations.
It is this which I depict
The night's beautiful light.
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By My Side
'Davie[ :f{eislier
SETTING:

"Personal Touch Video Dating Service"

AT RISE:

STEVE is pacing and fidgeting across the stage.
After a few moments JENNIFER ENTERS in a
hurry and out ofbreath. One of her hands is
bandaged. She is carrying a suitcase.

JENNIFER
I'm so sorry.
STEVE
Jennifer?
JENNIFER
Something came up.
STEVE
It's okay.
JENNIFER
Please forgive me.
STEVE
I'm Steve.
JENNIFER
Nice to meet you.
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STEVE
(Noticing her hand)
Cut yourself?
JENNIFER
Yeah, I'm okay.
STEVE
Gardening?
JENNIFER
Chopping meat. I'm training to be a butcher.
STEVE
You don't find many female butchers these days. Be sure to mention that
in your video.
JENNIFER
Think so?
STEVE
Oh, absolutely. Men are looking for someone different ... someone ...
JENNIFER
... Unique?
STEVE
Exactly.
JENNIFER
Good.
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STEVE
Ready?

JENNIFER
Beg your pardon?
(HE points to the audience)
STEVE
Video?

JENNIFER
Oh!
STEVE
You're nervous.

JENNIFER
It's my first time.
STEVE
A virgin, huh? Just relax, be yourself. Pretend you're with a friend.
(Pointing to audience)
Now, say hello to your new friend.

JENNIFER
(To audience, sheepishly)
Hi!
STEVE
There, that wasn't so bad, was it?
(STEVE reaches for JENNIFER's suitcase)
You won't be needing this.
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JENNIFER
(Pulling it away)
Please, just leave it where it is.
(HE continues to reach for the suitcase)
STEVE
It'll just be in your way.
JENNIFER
Don't touch it!
STEVE
It's your security blanket ... I get it. Last week, this old lady wouldn't let go
her French poodle. Damn thing pooped on her right in the middle of the video!
JENNIFER
You think that's funny?
STEVE
Should have seen the expression on her face. Still got the tape. Wanna see it?
(JENNIFER stares at STEVE a few moments)
JENNIFER
I don't think so.
STEVE
(Hearty laugh)
Her dress was a mess. Hey, that rhymes!
(HE tries again to take the suitcase)
Okay, this has got to go.
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JENNIFER
Leave it where it is.

STEVE
There's no reason to be afraid.

JENNIFER
I would prefer to keep it here with me.
(He reaches again for the suitcase)

STEVE
I'll just tuck it safely away in the closet.
JENNIFER
(Grasping suitcase close to her)
Didn't you hear what I said?

STEVE
Okay, okay!

JENNIFER
I'm ready to begin now.

STEVE
(Leering at her)
Begin? Begin what?

JENNIFER
Were you actually born like this? Or did you have some sort of surgical
procedure?
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STEVE
Beg your pardon, ma'm?
JENNIFER
My video! Can I start?
STEVE
What kind of perfume is that you're wearing?
(JENNIFER stares at STEVE a few moments)
STEVE
How come you're lookin' at me that way?
JENNIFER
What way?
STEVE
Something the matter with you?
(She continues to stare at him)
STEVE
(Pointing at her)
Like that!
JENNIFER
(Looking off into space, sing-song)
I'm satisfied, satisfied
Got little Alex by my side
I'm satisfied.
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STEVE
Got little Alex by your side, huh?
JENNIFER
Yes.
STEVE
Who the hell's Alex?
JENNIFER
Alex?
STEVE
Say, you feel okay?
JENNIFER
I feel fine.
STEVE
Know what I think?
JENNIFER
Probably not very much.
STEVE
I'm thinkin' you ain't got all your chairs pulled up to the table.
JENNIFER
You're starting to give me a headache.
STEVE
Just hurry up.
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(STEVE EXITS. JENNIFER clutches the suitcase close to her, as a smile
spreads slowly across her face; she giggles, like a little girl, appearing
bashful and embarrassed)
JENNIFER
Hi. I'm Jennifer ... Jennifer Lugar. My dad's in real estate and mom's a
librarian. They wanted me to go to medical school, but I couldn't handle
being around sick people all the time. Depressing. Doctor, I don't feel
good ... Doctor, my throat hurts ... my head hurts ... my stomach hurts. Do
something, doctor. Depressing!
(Clears her throat)
Hi, I'm Jennifer Lugar. Know what I'd like? For you to watch this video
and say, I gotta know that person! She's perfect!
(PAUSE)
It's hard talking to a camera and being yourself at the same time. It's not
natural, but it has to look natural. That's the tricky part. I didn't come with
a prepared speech. Said to myself, I'm going to look right at that camera,
and just ... be ... myself.
(SHE clears her throat)
Hi, Jennifer here! Whatcha see is whatcha get. Some guys don't like that.
The last guy I was with? He was dishonest, and ifthere's something I will
not tolerate in a man, it's dishonesty.
I'm also telepathic. That's right, I can read your mind; in fact, I know what
you're thinking right now. You naughty boys. I'm not like that.
(SHE stares at the audience a few moments)
Hey! Get rid of those ugly, nasty, filthy thoughts! Look, I just want to be
with someone who really cares about me. I want love. I want happiness.
Isn't that what it's all about? Well, isn't it?
(STEVE ENTERS)
STEVE
You gonna pay cash or put it on your card?
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JENNIFER
What?
STEVE
I need to know.
JENNIFER
Can't it wait until after I make this damn video?
STEVE
I've had people skip on me.
JENNIFER
You made me lose my concentration.
STEVE
Say, you got money in that suitcase?
JENNIFER
May I continue? Please!
(Under her breath)
Cretin!
STEVE
Suit yourself.
(HE starts to leave, turns around and faces JENNIFER)

STEVE
Cash or plastic?
JENNIFER
I'll be paying with a credit card.
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STEVE
By the way, you doin' anything later?
JENNIFER
Yeah. And it doesn't include you.
STEVE
Don't have to act so superior.
(HE EXITS)

JENNIFER
(To audience)
Superior? Have I been acting superior? Maybe to that brainless, twisted dolt
Actually, rm very down-to-earth. Does wanting to get married, have children, and
make my husband happy sound sliperiorto you? I almost had all that with .... well,
we were very much in love. He swore he'd love me until the cows come home.
Until the cows come home. Well, the cows did come home. Yesterday. I found
this letter addressed to him ... on pink stationery. It was in the trunk ofbis car ...
(Patting suitcase) ... next to this suitcase.
(STEVE ENTERS)
STEVE
This is supposed to be a short thing about yourself, not your life bistmy.
JENNIFER
Is it too much to ask for a little privacy?
STEVE
I was thinking the same thing. Why don't I just tell those losers in the waiting
room we're closed for the day. Then you and me ... we can have ourselves a little
privacy.
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JENNIFER
I'm warning you.
STEVE
You got a real bug up your butt, don't you, lady?
JENNIFER
I don't like being talked to that way.

STEVE
Well, excuse me, your highness.
(As HE EXITS)
Bitch.
JENNIFER
(To audience)
I suspected for a long time he'd been seeing someone else ... just didn't
have any proof. He kept saying, Jen ... that's what he called me ... Jen.
He'd say, as long as we're together, nothing else matters. Sweet, huh?
(Smiling, she now cradles the suitcase in her arms)
Alex. That was his name. Alex.
(STEVE ENTERS)
STEVE
Time's up. I got people waiting.
JENNIFER
Hey! You still curious about the suitcase?
STEVE
Maybe.
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JENNIFER
Wanna see what's inside?
STEVE
Sure. Why not?
(SHE unzips suitcase and opens it. STEVE looks inside, recoils in horror)
Good God almighty!
(JENNIFER giggles and kneels beside the suitcase)
JENNIFER
Ketchup ... that's all it is. And the head is plastic. Gotcha, huh? It won't
bite you. Here, take another look. Trust me, none of it's real.
(STEVE carefully peeks inside the suitcase again, as JENNIFER reveals
a bloody butcher knife)
JENNIFER
Now, by God, this is real.
(SHE yanks STEVE's head back, prepares to slit his throat)
Like they always say: two heads are better than one.
(BLACKOUT)
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The Costume Ball
.Jlmeer .Jlaams
Doors leading to more doors, guiding and ushering more into the ballroom.
The smell of confectionaries dances through the air.
The walls are colored brightly, not a hint of black or white.
A chilled breeze sneaks in just before the last window is sealed.
The lights are dimmed to comfort our eyes.
Bright masks are worn by all, decorated in a blur of color.
Costumes so full and intricately designed that not an inch of skin is exposed.
The music's sweet serenade of static plays at a deafening tone to which we dance.
Dancing and spinning, putting on a show with our colorful masks.
Salty wet cheeks causing the masks to stick,
And we dance on, eyes bloodshot and dilated, the part of us exposed.
You, I, all of us, here we are.
Together we dance.
Together we see the world turn a blur with the color of masks.
Yet all of us dance together,
When we all wish it was a solo performance.
We dance to feel free,
And we do so within this armor.
We wear our helmets for fear of being seen.
To be seen is to be targeted, so we instead enter the fray concealed.
We dance across the ballroom eyes wide in fear.
Always open, always watching we dance.
Amongst us the warzone is littered with friend and foe,
But we cannot tell which is which.
Concealed by our helmets we are anonymous.
We are safe,
And so we continue this dance of freedom,
This dance of fear.
We all dance in our costumes.
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We all dance in our armor.
We all continue this dance in the open, within our graves.
Until the first hand of dirt hits us and we are buried we will dance,
In our masks, at this costume ball that we live.
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Luna
Casey 'Do{{
Dive deep into the most distant cavern
Far through the tangled recesses of confusion and isolation
And you will find yourself cast high from the sky
Whirling and descending into a world of water and darkness
It is here, in this midnight ocean, which I reside
A body writhing within a voracious void
Turbulent internal tempest of monstrous twisting waves
But within the prison of Poseidon I can hear the beacon of solace
A light that penetrates the uneasy air of night
A voice that demands order upon the chaos of the sea
A gaze that fulfills the lost with therapy
It is the kindred face of Luna, draped in fire and enlightenment
Oppressed by gravity and vacuum and coldness, I rage towards her
Fettered by the omnipotent fangs of nightmare beasts
I swim forth, with two bleeding hollow sockets
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The Builder
'E[aine 'Deering
In order to create, every builder must first destroy.
Flinging great shovels full of dirt from a freshly dug pit
To provide support for the imposing structure
Rising up and up
Where nothing had been before,
But the unbroken soil of the still landscape
Warmed by the sun
Waiting for the welcome blade
Of the great destroyer.
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The Grammer Lesson
f:{aine Veering
A comma alone is not enough to join two independent clauses.
Something more is needed to forge a bond of togetherness.
Some music, perhaps, a quick embrace, some quiet conversation,
A moonlight stroll
Before moving into our separateness.
Don't treat me like an object,
Don't reduce me to a fragment,
Don't come by on a Friday evening
To spend a few hours alone in the dark,
And then just leave, like a comma splice, noncommital,
Casually moving on with barely a shrug.
Something more is needed to make the two clauses
meld together. Not just a comma, but rather,
A mark of authority, an affirmative dot,
The two marks locked in step, one above the other,
The two clauses coupled together, side by side,
Balanced, however, with transition.
But if you insist on carelessly sliding, slipping, splicing away,
Then I shall mark through the comma with a full stop,
Leaving us to our independent clauses.
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A Single Prayer
Lizvetli XeiCey
Sometimesthe next day appears more ravenous
than the lastif only I could shake hands with Aquinas,
monk of logic
lodging himself
between God and Aristotle-if only I could performa secular appendectomy
my signature a single prayer for the spheres
defiant, petulant, unapprised.
SometimesI am the footnote
at the mouth of Plato's cave
a cacophony of internal debate,
verse-compatible with Adam and Eve-those serendipitous skeletons
taking that first bite between
utopia

and oblivion-

while somewhere I it is clear that the Conquest
of Jericho with ram's horns
blowing on the seventh day
signal victory before the walls fall
in discrete patches of brick and mortar
SometimesI am the banal master of dread and hope-
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certain that
the end I
will never be the end
but a synopsis of my soul I divided
between the earth
and beyond
where Galileo knew that the pl~ets were pliable
undeniable footnotes of the universe-repeating themselves- me,
an unctuous swimmerbaptized by potassium I
living in a pool of guppieswhen all I need-- hour after houris a place to genuflect
the flippers of history
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I am-an exhibition of grief-a series of stilllifeLiz6etfi Xei{ey
where the ocean is a poem
trapped in mahogany wood1 dream about getting you outabout travelling through
the birth canal
to retrieve you-until all limbs are present! grip the curves of your soul as though a lionmetabolism of the soula conversation I once had with you
before I began to stare
into some moveable part
of your skull I could put
back togetherexcept you separate from me-impossible sleeper
floating as a pearl mightif it were not a pearlbut a borrowed dream made of pearlwhite-stonepureand bred like the seas
where the great museum
of your sins resthaving faced
the inside of thingsshowing up
like a tiny
classical guitarits strings-taken out
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